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The ultimate guide to grilling:
how to grill just about anything

101 things to do with a BBQ

by Rick Browne
Recipes for plenty of bold barbecue
concoctions as well as side dishes,
sauces, marinades, and rubs, even
delicious vegetarian recipes.

Complemented by a selection of helpful
tips, advanced grilling techniques, and a
section on sauces and rubs, a tasty
cookbook with 101 delectable barbecue
recipes for everything from appetizers to
vegetarian dishes to desserts.

Circle of Friends Cookbook :
25 Barbecue Recipes

License to grill

by Steve Tillett

by Chris Schlesinger

by Gooseberry Patch
It's a cookout! Gather your family &
friends to savor this collection of 25 of our
most taste-tempting recipes for grilling
and barbecue favorites.

How to grill: The Complete
Illustrated Book of Barbecue
Techniques, a Barbecue Bible!
Cookbook
by Steven Raichlen
A full-color step-by-step guide to the
grilling experience offers more than one
thousand photographs and a lively text that instruct
readers in everything they need to know about grilling,
from how to set up a three-tiered fire and grill all meats to
rotisserieing a whole chicken, grilling pizza, and much
more.

The one true barbecue: fire,
smoke, and the pitmasters who
cook the whole hog
by Rien Fertel
A history of a disappearing culinary art
form, whole-hog barbecuing, traces the
families and recipes of the original
pitmasters who were willing to take on a
dangerous and grueling task in the name
of tasty eating and Southern heritage.

More than two hundred innovative
recipes for every taste and temperament
complement a complete guide to cooking
on a grill, which concentrates on lighter
fare such as vegetables, seafood, pasta,
and even grillable fruit.

Betty Crocker Sizzling Grilling
by Betty Crocker
Great recipes for main dishes, savory
sides and even desserts. Boost the flavor
of fish, beef, pork and chicken to new
heights with sauces, rubs, marinades and
seasonings!

The essential New York times
grilling cookbook: more than
100 years of sizzling food
writing and recipes
by Peter Kaminsky
A distinctive treasury of top-selected New
York Times articles on barbecuing and
grilling, culled from the past century, combines time-tested
advice on numerous topics with engaging anecdotes and
recipes ranging from sweet-and-savory meats to healthy
vegetarian entrees.
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Food52 any night grilling: 60
ways to fire up dinner (& more)

Weber's greatest hits : 125
Classic Recipes for Every Grill

by Paula Disbrowe

by Jamie Purviance

A collection of recipes from the creators
of the Food52 culinary website features
such dishes as shrimp tacos, green chile
cheeseburgers, and skirt steak with salsa
verde, along with time-saving tips and flavor-enhancing
techniques.

Grill eats & drinks: Recipes for
Good Times
by Chronicle Books

Collects over one hundred barbecue
recipes from the grilling company,
including such offerings as grilled
oysters, Korean beef barbecue, jerkspiced ribs, and Greek seafood salad.

Good Housekeeping Ultimate
Grilling Cookbook: 250 Sizzling
Recipes
by Susan Westmoreland

Showcases 20 special recipes, all with
photographs, that will inspire food lovers
to take the party outside. Selected from
some of Chronicle Books' best-loved
cookbooks, here are easy-peasy drinks
(alcoholic and nonalcoholic), quick appetizers, simple
salads and sides, and great-for-the-grill main dishes.

Along with everything from shellfish,
pizzas, and meatless mains to sauces
and marinades, this ultimate grilling
cookbook provides a primer on basic skills, plenty of
proven tips from the Good Housekeeping Test Kitchen,
and ideas for variations and potential pairings to create the
perfect meal.

The Ultimate Burger Book:
Delicious Meat and Vegetarian
Burger Recipes

Beer-can chicken: and 74 other
offbeat recipes for the grill

by Naumann & Göbel Verlag

Whether on a can, on a stick, under a
brick, in a leaf, on a plank, or in the
embers, each grilling technique is
explained in easy-to-follow steps, with
recipes that guarantee no matter how
crazy the technique, the results are
always outstanding.

Welcome to our BBQ! 46 varied burger
recipes, ranging from the classic and
double-cheese to veggie, with beef, pork,
chicken, lamb or fish. All you need to
know about the various burger buns, various spice mixes
for patties and fabulously tasty toppings. You'll also find
lots of tips on preparation, the necessary basics and the
perfect way to cook them.

Melt: 100 amazing adventures
in grilled cheese
by Shane Kearns
Designed to elevate the grilled cheese
sandwich to gourmet status this
cookbook features such recipes as the
sunflower gouda griller, pretzel baked
beans, and crunchy chocolate peanut.

by Steven Raichlen

The complete summer
cookbook: beat the heat with
500 recipes that make the most
of summer's bounty
by America's Test Kitchen (Firm)
A collection of seasonally inspired
recipes, designed to minimize kitchen
heat during the peak of the summer, shares instructions for
preparing options ranging from North Carolina-Style Pulled
Pork to Shrimp and White Bean Salad.

